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fully into its relevance for all areas of librarianship, including academia. Read how she
became a believer.
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exec6tftloo k
Our vision: The Special Libraries Association is the global
organiz.ation for innovative infonnation professionals and
their strategic partners.

Our mission: The Special Libraries Association promotes
and strengthens its members through learning, advocacy,
and networking initiatives.
Clear mission and vision statements are at the heart of
every successful organization. The SLA Board of Directors
recently, and unanimously, adopted new vision and mission
statements for the Association as presented above. Created
by the Strategic Planning Committee, with input from
thousands of leaders and members, the vision and mission
statemellls clearly articulate why SLA exists and put into
words tJ1e desired state of the organization.
The vision and mission statements are based on the core
values that inspire everything we do and how we do it:
• Leadership: Strengthening our roles as infonnation leaders
in our organizations and in our communities, including
shaping information policy.
•Service: Responding to our clients' needs, adding qualitative
and quantitative value lo information services and products.
• Innovation and Continuous Learning: Embracing innovative
solutions for the enhancement of services and intellectual
advancement within the profession.
• Results and Acconatability: Deliveling measurable resalts
in lhe information economy and our organizations. The
Association and its members are e.xpected 10 operate with 1he
highest level of ethics and honesty.
• Collaboration and Partnering: Providing opportunities to
meet, communicate, collaborate, and partner within the
information industry and the business community.
The vision, mi sion, and values bring clarity; align and unify
our stakeholders; energize our members, leaders, and staff
toward a common goal; and empower our organization to
not only build on the pasl, but also to provide a sound foundation on which to ba.se future policy decisi'ons.

The mission statement focuses on three ell.-plicit p1ioriUes that
hove repeatedly been identified by our member as the
driver lor their involvement and association with SLA.
Our advocacy role will be to champion your causes through
public policy public relations. and gaining the stature
deserved of inforrnaJion professionals.
As a global organization of, and for, innovative information professionals we will embrace innovative ideas
and solutions. We will deliver measurable results in the
infonnation economy. We will continue to operate lbe
Associalion wiih the highest level of ethics and honesty. And
we will seek lo collaborate and pa11ner wltb like-minded
organizations and individuals within the information
industty and Lhe busines community. ln the coming
months, look for new and enhanced products and services
fmm SLA headquarters. The staff and the Board are very
excited about the changes and are working diligenUy Lo put
these in place.
The vision, mission, and values are the hub of our branding
efforts. Having these securely in place, we are now able to
position ourselves as the global organ.izatiou for innovative
information professionals and their ti:ategic partners. We
are counting on each and every one of you to play a role in
the successful positioning of our association.
SLA is such a diverse and unique entity; our members
represent all dlfferent type of. organizations and working
ellvironmenls. We have a greal co11111Lu.ni1y of expertise
that is ansellishly willing to share their knowledge wilh
their peers. As a vnlued member, you play a JJivotaJ role
in ou.r eCforts to shape Lile Association into a leading
resource in t.he information ind ust.ry.
In closing, we would like to formally extend our appr tiation
to the Strategic Planning Committee for their conse\mtiou
ef1orts ln expediti01.1sly cl.rafting and revising vi ion and
mission tatements U1at have impact and provide clear
direction. And thank you ror yoW' conti1tued suppmi of
SI.A! Please contact us with your comments and/or ldeas.

The visio11 latement purposefully includes "globa l" becc1use
we will be ·tronger organizalion and a stronger network
of colleagues if we build relationships around the world information knows no national or natural bou.n.daries. The
vision specilkaily includes "strategic partners" because each
of II needs the contact, tools, and resomces afforded to us by
ow· i11valuable partners 10 be effective professionals in our
workplaces, in educalion, a1Ld in society.
Janice R. Lachance

.Ju.i.,..,..,~ I aJ.1.,u. ,
Executive Director

Cynthia V. Hill

~

President, 2003/04
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Nearly $10 Million Awarded to Recruit and
Educate Next Generation of Librarians:
Federal Grants to Off-set Critical National
Shortage of Librarians due to Retirement
According to reports, tW% of America 's libraq7 directors plan Lo retire in 9 years or less. And, acconiing Lo
Ute July 2000 Monthly Labor Review, in 1998 57% of
professional librarians were· age 45 or older. Based on
1990 Census data almost 58 % of professional libi-arlans
will rea h lhe age of 65 between 2005 and 2019.
In January 2002, Firs I Lady Laura Bush announced the
President would support a new $10 million initiative
within the Institute of Mu em11 and Library Services to
recruil new librarians and help off-set a critical
national shortage of these indispensable professionals
and educators.
The Institute of Museum and Library Services has awarded
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can help you get the most for your books.
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• SUPERCEDED TITLES
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33 NW Park, Portland, OR 97209
503-228-3906 • 800-225-691 l
Fax: 503-228-0505
ryan.thomas@powells.com
powells.comllibrarians
www.sla.org/informationoutlook

$9 ,898,338 in 27 inaugural grants for thi iniUati.ve wider a
new program, Recruiting aJ1d Ecluu;1ting Librarians for the
21 t Century.
Tbe lnstitute received 76 grc1I1t applications requesting
more that $27 million i11 FY 2003 . The 27 grants made
wiU help ·recrull 558 individuals (493 luc.lents o[ library
scienc.:e a l the master level, 35 al the docto.ra I level .ind
30 at the paraprofessional level). The grants will also
fu.nd research to establish muc h needed baseline data to
support and evaluate successful recruitment and educ<ltion
programs . For 200'4, President Bu h has requested $20
million for the Recruiting and Educating Librariarrs for
the 21st Century grant program.
Anticipating the loss of as many as 58% of the current
cohort of professional librarians by 2019, the program is
designed Lo help recruit a new generation of libr;irians.
It recognizes the ke role of 'libraries and librarians in
main(airling the flow of information that is critical to
support formal education; to guide intellectual, scientific,
and commercial enterprise; to strengthen individual
decisions; and to create the informed populace that is at
the core of democracy. Through U1ese gran(s, the Library
profession will have an unprecedented opportunity to
shape the Iuture of librarianship ,111<l library service. To
learn more ab.out L.tvlLS aJ1d U1e grants , go to
http://www.imls.gov.

Tulsa City-County Library Receives Awa rd
Tbe 'llrlsa City-County Library received the fiTsl Federal
Deposito\"y Library of 1be Year award. Porward thlnkino,
superior customer service and Internet savvy: That is how
a third of a million Library users in Tulsa, Oklahoma
describe their pubLic library. Those reasons, paired with
excellence in providing public access to government
information through the U.S. Government Printing Office's
(GPO) Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP), is why
the Tulsa City-County Library has been named the firstever Federal Depository Library of the Year.
The U.S. Government Printing Office's (GPO) Public
Printer of the United States Bruce James, presented the
award to the Tulsa City-County Library at the 2003 fall
Federal Depository Library Conference, which was
held October 19-22 in Arlington, Virginia.
"On behalf of GPO's Superintendent of Documents
Judith Russell and the rest of her team, I congratulate
the Tulsa City-County Library for embracing new technology
in its ongoing efforts to make public access to
Government information better accessible," said Public
Printer James. "The library staff's commitment to
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utilizing the Internet and using outside-of-the-box
techniques to better serve the needs of the public
is commendable." The FDLP's annual four-day
conference is the largest gathering of Federal
Government documents librarians in the country
and was an excellent opportunity to honor the
winning library and its head Government
Documents librarian, Suzanne Sears. "This award
recognizes a passion to connect government information to customers when and how they want it,"
said Linda Saferite, Tulsa City-County Library's
CEO. "While our collection is small, our passion to
maximize the collection is great."

INFORMATION TO

chan

Not only is the library moving forward by introducing innovative information access options, but
also the paper collection is still maintained by
staff and retrospective cataloging has increased
the circulation of the collection. Outreach is a goal
of the staff and a supply of free promotional materials is kept on display. The library also acts as a
liaison for local community officials.
Administered by the U.S. Government Printing
Office (GPO). the FDLP Partners with approximately
1,250 libraries nationwide to provide local, no-fee
public access to information produced by the Federal
Government and distributed to the libraries by the
GPO in print, microform, CD-ROM, and GPO's
online
information
service,
GPO
Access
(www.gpoaccess.gov)

me'iiews
Kevin Dames Receives 21st Century
Librarian Award
SLA Member Kevin Matthew Dames recently
received a national 21st Century Librarian Award.
Dames, who will received the first-ever 21st Century
New Librarian Award, is currently the director of
legal information strategies and Washington, D.C.
operations of Cadence Group, Inc., an Atlanta-based
information management and consulting firm.
Previously, Kevin completed a post-graduate fellowship as resident librarian at Georgetown University's
Edward Bennett Williams Law Library, one of the
nation's largest academic law libraries.
Kevin's principal research areas are the role technology plays in law libraries and legal education,
and the impact of information policy on all
libraries. He is serving a two-year appointment as
member of the American Association of Law
Libraries' Copyright Committee, and is the developer of the Committee's redesigned website.
The 21st Century Librarian Awards were established
three years ago to recognize librarians who have
become leaders in shaping the evolution of this new

December 2003
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inform.1tion environment. l'he awards are a project of
lhe Master of Science in Library and lniorma1ion
Science students at the Syracuse University School of
loformation Studies. The students manage all aspects of
the award, inolucling the development or award criteria.
judging and selection, and promotions.
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Lucy Lettis presents Keynote Presentation in
Amsterdam
SLA member Lucy Lettis, SVP and Dirt'ctor of Business
Intelligence al Marsh Inc., was the keynote speaker at
the "Information Professional Cougre s" held in
Amsterdam, tbe Netherlands, October 2, 2003 . TJ1e
congress is sponsored anouaUy by the Dutch magazine.
lnformatie ProfessionaJ. This year 's conference Lheme
was "Steering a Course. in Stormy Weathers ." with a
iocus on how strategic utilization of busines - and com·
petitive intelligence can help organizations successfuU i
combat challenges of operating in a down economy.
Ms. Lettis's presentation was entitled "Moving Up the
Value CJ1ain ." Conference attendees included research
ancl knowledge directors from global professional
services firms. financ.ial institutions, law firms, the
European Parliament, government ministries and acadernla.

Sue O'Neill Johnson Named SIG
Member of the Year
Sue O'NeiJJ Johnson, DC SLA Presiden t 2001-2002 , was
named "SJG Membe.r of the Year" at U1e ASlS&T Annual
Meeting in Long Beach. Californ ia in late October for
her work a Chair of Lhe 1nternational lnfom1ation
ls'sues SlG (SlG Ill) for 2002-2003. SIG Ill also won "Best
SIC Publication" for· its web site and newsletter,
asis.org/SIG/SIGIII.
Sue ha.s been at.Live with the group [or four years. She
has focus·ect on raising funds to provide travel grants,
ASIS&1' memberships and publishing opportuJ1ities for
in[ormation profes iona.ls in developing countries. In
those four ears over $40,000 has been raised lO pay
for travel grant for information professionals lo come
to t)le ASIS&'f Annua l Conference: over seventy-five
articles have been accepted for publlcalion ln three
yea.rs by Lile International lo.formation and Library
Review (Elsevier). and the Bulletin of ASIS&l~ from an
annual international paper competition; tw~nty-five
two year ·meri1bersltips, and fiiteen one year memberships have been granted.
Sue won the SLA President's Award in 200!. for her
work in SLA to head the effort to f1md and select
developing country inlurmalion professionals tu
attend the Global 2000 Conference i11 Brighton
England. She is a partner in th e co11sulting group,
Strategic Lniorm tion Plarn1ing GTOllp , in Washfogton
D.C. E-mail is Sueojohnson@msn.com

New Architecture Caucus?
Do you work for an architectural firm or in a library for
an academic architectural school? Or, do you just have an
interest in architecture? If so, you might like to be part of
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a discussion on whether there is a
need to form a new SLA Architecture
Caucus. Dennis Hamilton of KZF
Design Inc. has agreed to gather
names of interested members and to
start the discussion process. Contact
Dennis at dennis.hamilton@kzf.com
or by calling 513-763-2879.

In Memoriam--Eugene B.
Jackson
Eugene B. Jackson, died on July 16,
2003. Jackson was an SLA member
and served as the Association
President from 1961-62. Jackson
graduated from Purdue University
with a degree in engineering and
continued on to the University of
Illinois obtaining a degree in library
He held positions at the
science.
University of Alabama,
General
Motors Research Labs, IBM and finally
the University of Texas at Austin
where he taught courses in special
libraries and information resources in
science and technology. In 1985,
Jackson was inducted into the SLA
Hall of Fame. Jackson also received
an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters degree from Purdue University
in 1994, and was one of the 19
"Pioneers in Information Science"
honored at a pre-conference of the
American Society for Information
Science & Technology in 1998.
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Travel Grant for SLA' s
2004 Conference
The Museums, Arts and Humanities
Division
(MAHD) of SLA will
reimburse travel expenses of up to
$1,000.00 for a professional librarian
from a developing country to attend
the SLA Annual Conference in
Nashville, June 5-10 , 2004. Also
covered by MAHD are costs of conference registration ($435)and tickets
to all MAHD-sponsored events.
Deadline for applications is January
23,2004. Criteria and application
information is available online at:
http: I /www.sla.org/ di vision/ dmah
/Travel %20Grant.htm
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-

SLA is a member, is pleased to
announce that it will support the
participation of 20 young professional librarians from the Americas
(South America, Central America,
North America, and the Caribbean)
to IFLA's World Library and
Information Conference, August
22-27, 2004 in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. The fellowship will
cover air travel, shared accommo-

-

~

dation, a per diem food allowance,
and conference registration fees.
The deadline for applications is
January 15, 2004. Applications in
Spanish and English can be found at
https://cs.ala.org/ifla2004/
If you have any questions please
contact Alanna Aiko Moore at
amoore@ala.org.
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Leading SLA into the Future .•
Help Identify Members
with Board Potential
By Janice Sykes

This is the time of year that the Nominating
Committee goes into high gear. The Committee will
meet at the SLA-Leadership Summit (formerly Winter
Meeting) in Albuquerque to recommend a slate of
nominees to the Board for the 2004-2005 Association
year. The Committee is specifically directed to:

1. Seek recommendations for nominees from suitable
sources in the Association, especially from Chapter
officers and Division officers;

2.

Select a balanced slate of nominees for Association
officers and members of the Board of Directors; and upon
their acceptance,

3. Present the slate to

In order to continue to have broad representation of the
membership on the Association Board, the Nominating
Committee invites organization members to nominate
themselves or recommend colleagues who might serve in
the following positions: President Elect, , Division
Cabinet Chair Elect, Chapter Cabinet Chair Elect and
Directors. Details about responsibilities for each of these
positions can be found at:

http://www.sla.org/ content/SLA/Structu re/
board-index/ descri ptions.cfm

the Board of Directors.

As the Special Libraries Association strives to be increasingly relevant and influential in the information- and
knowledge-based twenty first century, it is critical for the Board to be comprised of a diverse, enthusiastic, and
visionary group of individuals committed to the profession. Members who have been active and successful contributors to chapters, divisions or Association committees are desirable candidates. There are definitely many of you
in the organization fitting this description. Some of you may not be known to members of the current Nominating
Committee. For this reason, you are invited to submit names, including your own name if you are interested in
being considered, along with a brief note explaining why you, or the person you are recommending, would be a
good Board candidate. This is one of the ways leaders are "made." Take that first step ... go ahead it will be painless,
rewarding and fun .

Recommendations can be sent to any of the following persons before January 16, 2004:
Carol Ginsburg, Nominating Committee Chair. (clgmls@aol.com)
Jan Sykes (jansykes@ameritech.net)
Libby Trudell (ltrudell@netbox.com)
Lynn Berard (lberard@andrew.cmu.edu)
Betty Edwards (bedwards@seyfarth.com)

It is the chance of a Lifetime! Look in the mirror, do you see a Leader Looking back at you?
Serving on the Association Board is guaranteed to be a challenging and rewarding experience. It will provide an opportunity
to expand management and leadership abilities through service in an international professional association. Please give some
serious thought to who might bring fresh ideas and energy to the Board and send us your recommendations.

•
Outlook, SLA's

earch Committee,, alon g with Joanne
Gard Marshall, dis ssed how A' s research statement
is based on the conce
VJdence-based librarianship
(EBL) . 1 EBL was develo ed by medical librarians who
sought to apply the principles of evidence-based medicine to our profession. However, the basic principles of
EBL are applicable to all areas of librarianship, regardless
of library type or subject specialization. The main thrust
of EBL is that librarians should base their professional
decisions and actions on the best available evidence.

www.sla.org/informationoutlook

I must confess that before reading the Information Outlook
article, my impression was that EBL was just something
that health librarians did. It really wasn't applicable to me
in my position as an academic business librarian. The article, however, piqued my curiosity. Coincidentally, my
employer, the University of Alberta Libraries, was hosting
the second biennial International Evidence Based
Librarianship Conference on June 4-6, 2003. I attended the
conference with little knowledge of EBL.

What Is Evidence?
The presenters and health librarians in attendance were
committed to making EBL principles fundamental to our
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profession and not just another management fad, such as
management by objectives, reengineering, and total quality management (TQM). But, if practicing librarians are
to make informed decisions based on the "evidence,"
what is the evidence and how do we lay our hands on it?
In an introductory session titled "An ABC of EBL: What
Is It and Where Has It Come From?" Andrew Booth and
Jonathan Eldredge defined evidence as findings reported
in the literature that utilize research methodology. They
referred to EBL as a hierarchy of evidence determined by
the research methodological rigor employed. The
methodologies used in higher levels of evidence minimize bias. Human and systemic biases are more likely to
occur in the lower levels of evidence.
Random controlled trials (RCTs) are considered to be the
gold standard for research rigor. RCTs involve subjects or
library users/clients who are randomly assigned to one of
two or more groups. Each group is subjected to different
interventions or no intervention at all (e.g., instruction
would be an intervention). All subjects in the different
groups are studied to measure the effects, if any, of the
intervention.' Next on the hierarchy are controlled
comparison studies, followed by cohort design studies,
descriptive surveys, decision analyses, case studies,
and, finally, qualitative research (e.g., focus groups,
ethnographic studies) .3 As someone coming from a
social science background, I found the evidence-based
hierarchy very "discipline centric." All of the research
methodologies employed by social scientists are ranked
at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Supporters of EBL emphasize that it is not a substitute for
a librarian's personal experience and that the evidence
must be moderated by local circumstances. They are also
quick to note that not all decisions warrant use of evidence, and that deadlines may preclude or limit the ability
to integrate research into practice.

Bibliomining as Evidence
Scott Nicholson, School of Information Studies, Syracuse
University, suggested a different approach to EBL. He has
coined the term bibliomining to refer to library data
mining. Most libraries already collect and/or generate
substantial datasets through common functional processes
and customer service applications, such as collection
assessment, circulation, and end-user searching.
Nicholson talked about applying statistical tools to these
data in order to build a different form of evidence base.
Bibliomining looks for patterns from system data in order
to identify and/or understand different user communities.
Aggregated data (which most libraries tend to use) do not
provide patterns of user information. Bibliomining uses
existing data to detect clusters or communities of users.
Examining the behaviors of clusters of users for regular
patterns gives library managers a better idea of the information needs of specific groups and makes it easier for
them to customize library services to meet those needs.
Bibliomining can also be used to predict future user needs.
(For more information, see www.bibliomining.org.)

Existing Published Evidence
And what about the existing research base we currently
have to draw from? Denise Koufogiannakis, Ellen
Crumley, and Linda Slater of the University of Alberta
reported on a study they recently completed of the library
information science (LIS) peer-reviewed journal literature.
They used a fairly broad definition of research: "An
inquiry, which is carried out, at least to some degree, by a
systematic method with the purpose of eliciting some new
facts, concepts or ideas."' Even with this broad definition,
they found that only a low percentage of published LIS
literature (30.3 percent, or 807, of 2,664 articles analyzed
from 2001) could be defined as research.' The implication
is that research articles comprise a substantially larger
percentage of the literature of other disciplines. It would
be interesting to know how the LIS literature compares
with other social science literatures in this respect.
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Academic Libraries: Producing, but Not Using
the Evidence?
Jennifer Younger, director of University Libraries,
University of Notre Dame, discussed how regular library
activities could use research results. University libraries
frequently require or encourage their librarians to do
research, but this research is treated as a separate task
from day-to-day position requirements. University
libraries have not truly adopted the faculty model, in
which faculty members frequently integrate research
findings into their lectures. Performance evaluation criteria
do not include the expectation that university librarians
should be using their research, or that of others, in carrying
out their responsibilities. Younger put forth the idea that
academic libraries should be looking at rewarding
individuals not just for producing research but also for
incorporating research into operational decisions
when warranted.

Future Directions
EBL advocates suggest that there is a real need to have more
practitioners contributing to the knowledge/evidence base.
Many SLA members currently support their decisions
with information acquired using research techniques
such as benchmarking, program evaluation, and the like.
In the past couple of years, Information Outlook has
published numerous articles on the nuts and bolts of
how to do different types of research, such as return on
investment (ROI) studies, benchmarking, and survey
development and analysis.
Most SLA members would argue that we don't have the
time to do our jobs, let alone write about the research we
perform in order to do our jobs. EBL adherents recognize
this fact of life and suggest that as a profession, our challenge
is to develop new publishing tools that help us build and
disseminate the evidence base. Suggested tools include
the following:
• An electronic "practitioner research journal" with a structured submission template that emphasizes standardized
reporting of research methodologies and findings, without
requiring an extensive academic discussion of the research.
This format might encourage more sharing of evidence.
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• Structured abstracts for all publislLed articles.
(Structured abstracts entai_L the use of a controlled vocabulary and a standardized format, which requires t.be
inclusion of specified key variables, such as the researcb
methodology employed.)
• An Lllformation science equivalent of medJcal systematic
reviews. These reviews wouJd identify and describe
research articles in a standardJzed fonnat and organi ze
the research by practice issue.
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Supporters also recognized the dual problems of lhe split
between Ute prnducers of research and lhe consumers of
evidence and the time lag between the completion of a
research study and its eventual publication. This is similar
to the knowledge-transfer _problem from academia to
industry/government public policy applications. There is
ao easy way to solve these problems, although the idea of
practitioner research journals couJd help.
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Presenters also discussed the need for library practitioners
to find and use applicable research from other disciplines,
such c15 management Uterature and Ute outcome measurement and learning styles research from educ.:1lion Hterature.
Perhaps in addition to employiog applicable research
from 0U1er social science disciplines, we should be looking
at developiJ1g an evidence hierarchy tha t is more reflective
of LIS as a social science. Some conference attendees
posited the idea of dropping the phrase "evidence-based"
in favor o( a term with less of a medical connotation. This
could be a prerequisite to eliciting greater acceptance by
the profession as a whole of the idea of basing professional
decisions and actions on th e best available evidence.
Am l convinced that as a professional I should be basing
my decisions on research whenever feasible? Yes. I anticipate
uslng data-m ining techniques and social science research
meU1odologies such as user s urveys and focus groups to
gather intelligence abou t who uses our Web resource
guides and wb.ether these guides help our users find the
information they need . WHh the results from this
research, we will have "evidence" t o asslsr us wil'h decisions
a out which guides to delete, maintain , or create. This
r~rch will also help us revise and develop guides that

truly meet our users ' information needs. We will be
basing our professional decisions and actions on the best
available evidence.
(Presentations from the second International Evidence
Based Librarianship Conference will be posted on the EBL
website: http://www.eblib.net/.) ~

A Few Articles about EB l
Crumley, Ellen, aud Denise I<ouiogiannakis. (2002).
"Developing Evidence-Based Librarianship : Practical
Steps for [mplementation." Health Information and
Libraries Journal 19, 61-70.
Eldredge, Jonathan D. (2000). "Evidence-Based
Librarianship: An Overview." Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association 88(4), 289-309.

- - - - . (2002). "Evidence..-Ba.sed Librarianship: Whal
Might We Expect in the Years Ahead?" Health Information
and Libraries Journal 19, 71-77.

Notes
' SLA Researcli Committee and Joanne Gard Marshall
(2003) . "Influencing Our Professiona.J Practice by Putting
Our Knowledge Lo Work. " Inform alion Oallook 7(1 ) , 4044 .

' Jonathan D. Eldredge (2000). "Evidence-Based
Librarianship: An Overview." Bulletin of the Medical
Libra,y Association 88(4), 292-295.
' Id., 295-298.
' B. C. Peritz, (I 980-1981). "The Methods of Library
Science Research: Some Results from a Bibliometric
Study." Library Research 2, (251-68) .
' Denise Koufogiannakis mien Crumley, and Linda Slater.
''A Content and Citiltion Ana lysis of Librarianship
Research ." A report given at the Second lntemationa1
Evjdence Based Libraria nship Conference, Edmonton,
Alberta. June 5, 2003 .
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but it is not at all similar to fair use.
H.R. 354 was championed by the House
Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on
Intellectual Property.

Database Legislation
By Laura Gasaway
Once again the U.S. Congress is considering database legislation to protect
even uncopyrightable databases. For
many years collections of facts such
as print or electronic databases were
protected by copyright under the
sweat of the brow doctrine. The
compiler of a factual database was
rewarded for his or her hard work in
gathering and compiling the facts.
The U.S. Supreme Court altered the
landscape considerably with the 1991
decision in Feist v. Rural Telephone
Co.,' which struck down the sweat
of the brow doctrine and held that
collections of facts had to satisfy the
originality /creativity requirement.
Hard work was no longer enough.
While many such databases possess
sufficient creativity, found in selection, arrangement, indexing, and
value adding to the data, many others
do not. Despite scant evidence that the
database industry was suffering
because of Feist, efforts were begun
in the mid- l 99Ds to convince
Congress that a new form of legal
protection was needed.
The European Union (EU) adopted
a Database Directive' in 1996,
which protects databases whether
the compilation qualifies for copyright or not. The Directive made it
possible to protect a collection of
facts for even a minimal level of
investment of money or resources.
In exchange for this investment, the
database owner gets a wide range of
exclusive rights, including the right
to extract or utilize all or a substantial
part of the database for 15 years.
The result is that the first comer
obtains a powerful adaptation right
similar to that which copyright
provides. Member countries must
adopt conforming database legislation. EU countries may exempt
illustrations for teaching or scientific
research and some countries have
done so, but not all.
In the United States proponents of data-

base legislation include most of the
large commercial database publishers
along with realtors, who are interested
in protecting their "multiple listing"
database, and the New York Stock
Exchange. Opponents of database legislation include online service providers,
online stockbrokers, major information
technology companies, representatives
of library associations, and higher
education. Opponents also include
groups that license large amounts of
data from others. Editorials against
overly strong database protection
have run in the New York Times and
the Washington Post.
Even among proponents, there are two
different schools of thought about
database legislation. One is relatively
strong protection based on an exclusive property rights model, most
recently embodied in H.R. 106-354.
Others prefer a weaker form of protection based on a misappropriation
model, reflected in H.R. 106-1858.

H.R.354
The aim of the coverage in H.R. 354
is to achieve a similar level of protection as that provided by the EU
Directive but to ensure that it complies
with the legal traditions of the
United States. It defines "collections
of information" broadly as "information ... collected and .. . organized
for the purpose of bringing discrete
items of information together in
one place or through one source so
that persons may access them." As
with the EU Directive, eligibility is
in terms of investment of substantial
money or resources in gathering,
organizing, or maintaining a collection of information. The owner
then gets two exclusive rights : (1) a
right to make all or a substantial part
of a protected collection available to
others and (2) a right to extract all
or a substantial part of a database
and to make it available to others.
Data would be protected for 15
years, but any update to the database would make it eligible for
another 15 years of protection. The
bill has a reasonable use exception,

H.R. 1858
H.R. 1858 was favored by the House
Commerce Committee as a minimalist
approach to database protection.
The definition of database used in
this bill is similar to that in H.R.
354, but it clearly excludes traditional
literary works that tell a story or
communicate a message. The bill
prohibits wholesale duplication of a
preexisting database but only if it
was distributed in commerce. There
is no duration clause in the bill,
unlike H.R. 354's 15-year term.
H.R. 1858 contains a set of exceptions
such as news reporting, law
enforcement activities, intelligence
agencies, online stockbrokers, and
online service providers. There is
also an express exception for nonprofit scientific, educational, or
research activities.
The introduction of these bills and the
rhetoric surrounding them highlight
disputes not only between both sides of
the database protection debate but also
between the House Commerce and
Judiciary Committees. The 106th
Congress failed to enact database legislation because of this dispute and a lack
of agreement about whether database
legislation was needed at all. The EU is
pressing for other countries to enact
legislation similar to its Directive,
which contains a reciprocity clause; EU
countries would deny protection to
foreign nationals or enterprises that
have no base of operation in the EU
unless their country of origin provides
similar database protection for
nationals of EU countries. This is
referred to as national treatment, and it
may compel the United States to enact
some form of database protection.
The matter is once again being considered by Congress. Next month's
column will address the current proposal, the Database and Collections
of Information Misappropriation Act
of 2003.
'499 U.S. 340 (1991)
' Directive 96/ 9/EC of the European
Parliament and the Council of 11 March
1996 on the legal protection of databases,
1996 O.J. (L77) 20.
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•Information in digital form is valuable, heterogeneous, and voluminous beyond
our experience. Over the next few years, the advent of digital cinema, streaming video and audio over the Internet, and
high-definition television will add to the quantity and quality of digital information products available to consumers.
Scientists routinely talk in terms of datasets too large to be ported for use at the desktop.
OCLC Library and Information Center's Five-Year
Information Format 1rends (March 2003) concludes that
the "estimated annual production of materials in 'Webready formats' (by the year 2007) is projected to be 'too
large to estimate' by many analysts."' And Rutgers
University Professor Michael Lesk, author of Practical
Digital Libraries: Books, Bytes, and Bucks (Morgan
Kaufmann, 1997), says it is thought that about 100 million

www.sla.org/informationoutlook

books have been published since 1456, when Johann
Gutenberg printed his Bible. About 200,000 of them have
been digitized and put on public websites; about 1 million
are available for sale in digital form, and various digitization
projects are ongoing.
But is use of information in digital formats displacing use
of other media? Existing studies send a decidedly mixed

message. In a brief released on September 4, 2003,
technology analysts at Forrester Research maintain that
the Internet "has made inroads into every media genre~
between 1998 and 2003, and of them all "print is the victim''
- although the effects seem to be felt largely in adult
entertainment and business information (http://www.
forres te r. com/ER/ Research/Brief/Excerpt/
0,1317,32268,00.html). On the other hand, GladysAnn
Wells, who heads the Arizona State Library, Archives and
Public Records, says that circulation of library materials
has gone up across Arizona as Internet penetration has
increased in the state. "Even some bookmobiles have
Internet access."
Internet access is a rough proxy for use of digital information. The most recent UCLA Internet report, Surveying
the Digi.tal Future (February 2003), a long-range longitudinal
project on Internet access and use, finds that access to the
Internet has remained stable from 2001 to 2002 but that
the average number of hours people spend online is
increasing. Television viewing continued to decline
among heavy Internet users, but experienced Internet
users were also very likely to be intensive users of other
media, including books, newspapers, and magazines.'
The April 2003 Pew Internet and American Life report,
The Euer-Shif'ti.ng Internet Population: A New Look at
Internet Access and the Digital Divide, agrees that there
has been a "flattening" of Internet penetration rates since
late 2001, hovering between 57 and 61 percent of
American adults age 18 and over. But a research memo
also prepared by this well-regarded research group in
May 2003 finds that adoption of high-speed Internet
access at home increased by SO percent from March 2002
lo March 2003. When the Pew project 's i:nvestlgators
Looked across media, like the UCLA researcher , they
concluded, "Those who read newspapers. watch TV, and
use cell phones and other technologies are more likely to
use the Internet than those who don't."'
These studies and others suggest that intensive consumers of
information will seek out that information in whatever
formats and media are available. Broad generalizations
about technology displacement or substitution fail to captme
lhe complex: processes of mectia adoption and technology
dHfusion across different populations, at least for what social
scientisl Paul Duguid, co-author with John Seely Brown of
The Social Life of Information (Harvard Business School
Press, 2000), calls "complex communicative artifacts."
Indeed, scholarly libraries are witnessing a "dramatic switch
from p1int collection to digital collections," Carol Tenopir of
the University of Tem1essee, Knoxville, writes in a recently
released report from U1e Cow1ci1 on Library and Infonnation
Resources (CLIR), Use and Users of Electronic Library
Resources.• Yet she also finds differential use of these
specialfaed resomces. And a recent 11ational survey of
four-year liberal arts colleges and Ph.D .-granting public
and private universities describes an infom1ation landscape
on campus that is highly heterogeneous, composed of
faculty and graduate students who are independent,
intellectually sophisticated, and w:illing to employ a wide
variety of formats and devices, together with undergraduates wbo are intellectually relatively naive.

The CUR/DLF study
With support from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,
the Digital Library Federation (DLF), a consortium of
libraries and related agencies housed within CLIR,
commissioned Outsell, Inc., a content research and
advisory service, to conduct a national survey of 3,234
faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates at 392
public and private Ph.D.-granting institutions and fouryear liberal arts coTieges with a quesiionna.ire developed
in consultation with a DLF advisory group. The study
sought Lo characterize lhe information. env·ironment in
higher education, primarily for library directors.
Individuals in the sample were classilied by status
(faculty, faculty /graduate student, graduate student,
undergraduate). institution (public, private, liberal arts),
and discipline (biological sciences, physical sciences,
social sciences, arts and humanities, engineering,
business, law, and undecided major). In addition to
questions about their background, access to equipment
and facilities, and time engaged in conducting research,
teaching, advising students, and so on, respondents were
asked about their access to and use of 17 information
form;i ts: print/hardcopy books; print/hardcopy jouma ls;
electronic books; electmnic jow:nals; magazines; papers
delivered at professional meetings; print abstracts and
indexes; online abstracts and indices; online databases,
datasets, or data sources; manuscripts; proprietary software; data; photographs, prints, and other visual
resources; technical reports; pre-prints; dissertations; and
news. The research design differentiated among information
used for research , i·nionnation used for teaching, and
information used for coursework so that the separate
roles of faculty in particular as both researchers and
teachers might be isolated.
The results, summarized as a series of 659 tables of
frequency distributions and cross-tabulations, were
published in the fall of 2002. The survey data have been
deposited and archived with the Inter-University
Consortium for Political and Social Research, and the
report is available in print from CLIR as well as on the
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Web: Dimensions and use of the scholarly information
environment. A Data Set Assembled by the Digital Library
Federation and Outsell, Inc. (http://www.diglib.org/
pubs/scholinfo/). Some highlights follow:
• The importance of the Internet is obvious: nearly 85
percent of the respondents believed that Internet access
had changed the way they used the library,' and about 41
percent worked and studied off-campus more than they
had in the past.•
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• Faculty overwhelmingly prefer to access information
from their offices, where they employ a variety of devices,
equipment, and services: desktop computers, laptops,
personal digital assistants, printers, scanners, and, most
important, network connections. Undergraduates divide
the time they devote to accessing information among the
library; their dorm rooms; and labs, classrooms, and
other unspecified locations.'
• Although respondents believe that access to the Internet
is changing the way they use the campus library, the
library possesses intellectual authority and credibility:
slightly more than 98 percent (98.1 percent) of those surveyed agreed with the statement, "My institution's library
contains information from credible and known sources.""
And when asked what services they would eliminate or
change, just over 75 percent (75.1 percent) of the sample
responded, "Can't think of anything/nothing."•
• Just over three-fourths (75.4 percent) of respondents
agreed with the statement, "The Internet provides highquality information." 10 But just under 46 percent (45.9
percent) of respondents reported using information from
the Internet without additional verification." Perhaps
more disturbing, over half the undergraduates agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement, "The Internet provides
information that I use and trust without additional
verification. "12 Faculty and graduate students, in contrast,
use a number of strategies to vet and evaluate information
they discover online. 13
• The library's website is an important mediator, providing
selection and editorial value added. Indeed, faculty and
graduate students do not perceive a competition between
library-based information and information they find on
the Internet through search engines, the library's website,
and other tools, but rather take advantage of a variety of
tools, strategies, and services. 1'
• Finally, questions concerning use of print versus
electronic sources surfaced mixed results. Only about
half the respondents (54. 7 percent) thought that the
medium per se was important. 1' Almost 65 percent of the
faculty and graduate students also reported that they
relied on print all or most of the time for their research. 16
Well over 90 percent of teachers, whether full faculty or
graduate students, relied on print books and print journals
for teaching 1' and research, 1" and students relied heavily
on print books and journals for their coursework. 1' On
the other hand, almost 43 percent (42.8%) of all graduate and undergraduate students also claimed that they
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relied all or most of the time on electronic sources, with
the preference for electronic being strongest among the
undergraduates. "
A relatively small subset of the data, summarized in
Tables 1 and 2, has been culled out for books and journals,
formats that have concerned librarians for the past
decade, and for formats that are closely associated with
different disciplines: technical reports and pre-prints for
the biological sciences, physical sciences, mathematics
and engineering, and dissertations and visual resources,
which might be expected to resonate strongly with
research in the social sciences and arts and humanities.
Responses from the business and law students were not
included in this subset; these were generally extremely
small samples and typically would have included primarily
graduate students.
What can we say? First, print books and journals remain
important to faculty and students, and electronic books
are not particularly popular with either group. Second,
the formats that have had traditionally close affiliations
with certain disciplines - for example, technical reports
in engineering and computer science and pre-prints in
mathematics and physics, which are typically available in
electronic format - do appear to be heavily used for research
by faculty and graduate students in those disciplines and are
relatively infrequently used by their colleagues in the arts
and humanities and social sciences.
Respondents in the arts and humanities also showed less
interest in electronic journals. This finding may reflect
these disciplines' traditional preference for the monograph
form as well as simply fewer topical journals. According to
Tenopir, of the 15,500 active, online scholarly journals,
about 12,000 are classified under science, medicine, technology, or social sciences. Moreover, a study by the
Association of Learned and Professional Society
Publishers (www.alpsp.org/news/sppsummary0603 .pdf)
shows that more science, technology, and medical
journals are online than humanities journals. In short,
there may be feedbacks between availability of information
and its use, which are colored by traditions of research
and publication .
Students, like their teachers, relied heavily on print books
and print journals. Electronic journals, which figure fairly
significantly among the researchers, appear to be less
important to students when conducting their coursewor..k.
Tenopir's report for the National Science Foundation'
National Science Digital Library, Increasing Effet.Jtiue
Student Use of the Scientific Journal luenuure, wb
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was released on the Web on April l, 2003
(http://web.utk.edu/"' tenopir/nsf/nsf_report_final_vol_
l.pdf), found that scholarly journals were introduced at
different points in undergraduates' careers, depending on
a given faculty member's assignments and preferences,
so that students' familiarity with journals tracked their
professors' approach. The CLIR/DLF study also shows
that though only about 38 percent of students reported
using technical reports for their coursework, a whopping
65 .7 percent of the respondents in engineering used this
format, followed by 49.2 percent of the respondents in
mathematics/physical sciences and 45 .1 percent of the
respondents in the biological sciences.
Resonances across disciplines also surfaced. For example,
students in arts and humanities and the biological sciences
reported using visual resources, which had been
thought to figure more importantly in the arts and
humanities. A moment's reflection, though, suggests
that observation - whether of images of Renaissance
art or cross sections of cells - is essential in both disciplines. Hence visual resources are important to the
respective curricula.

Beyond the Academic Walls
In general, displacement or substitution arguments, Duguid
suggests, are "seductive" but probably not appropriate. So
despite the well-known instances of the eight-track tape
recorder and other examples of technological obsolescence,
we are probably headed for more information complexity
rather than less. Thus, the more advanced researchers who
responded to the CLIR/DLF survey wanted both the network
and the library, digital and analog. 'Itaditions of use within
disciplines that are passed down from professor to student
(evident in the use of electronic journals, technical reports,
and pre-prints), requirements of the evidence (such as the
use of visual resources), and availability of relevant information (suggested by the responses of arts and humanities
scholars to e-journals) affect academic users' choices of
formats. But like the intensive information consumers in the
Pew and UCLA studies, they expect to use a broad variety of
resources and media.
It is barely a stretch to imagine the busy, well-wired

scholar who accesses electronic resources over the network,
either from the library's website or from the Internet
directly, and prints them out to be read and marked up at
leisure in a book-lined study. Indeed, the most commonly
reported frustration among the faculty in the CLIR/DLF
sample was "having enough time. "21 As Janet P. Palmer
and Mark Sandler report in their article "What do faculty
want," published in the January 2003 issue of Library
Journal, faculty like e-journals. But "by far the most common
theme driving this enthusiasm was convenience" - a
finding Tenopir's research echoes. On the other hand,
Palmer and Sandler report, there is currently little
enthusiasm for electronic books (as the CLIR/DLF survey
also found). One sociologist they interviewed said, "I like
the texture of books. I like the being of books. I like the
'bookness' of books." And a demographer commented,
"Books are meant to be held and savored."

But the content that the codex form may historically have
embodied is not always the same, and the e-books that
seem uninviting to some academics may work well for
other content and other users. SLA President Cynthia
Hill, who is manager of the SunLibrary and Learning
Technology Groups at Sun Microsystems, conducted an
internal survey before making a decision about whether
to acquire e-books for the company. Despite her misgivings,
she found that her users did want e-books-as well as
e-journals and electronic information on current and
developing standards. So she trusted her users and invested
in e-books, initially on a small basis. "The results were
widely successful." Her corporate users, who are engineers, scientists, and executives, do not read the e-books
"cover-to-cover," but rather "pull out the relevant
information." Yet she says, "concurrent with that we've
seen, our circulation statistics of print materials increase."
Wells counsels attention to the functional aspects of different
media. The values of convenience and currency implied by
digital can be offset by the values of portability and durability of print and microfilm for some uses. Jennifer Belton,
who supervised the integration of librarians and digital
information resources into the newsroom of the Washington
Post, also retained a small reference collection of print
materials. At the same time, Belton points to the wordsearchable digital archive of page images of the Post from
1887 to 1997 as an important educational resource that
offers students "access to archives of history in the making"
and "enlivens their historical pursuits."
Academics who responded to the CLIR/DLF survey perceived value in the campus library's editorial judgment
on selection even while they embraced digital technologies and sources. Belton also found that putting librarians
out on the various desks in the Post's newsroom
enhanced their role. The librarians worked directly with
the reporters, who were eager "to get their hands directly
on the goods" in the form of electronic information services.
Searching the material themselves, with some help from
the librarians, meant that the reporters saw details and
broad patterns, which they verified and extended through
interviews and other traditional journalistic methods.
Librarians on the desks did less fact-finding and more
investigative work, encouraging them to upgrade their
skills and broaden their professional interests.
The Internet itself may also be encouraging interactions
with librarians. Mary Dessypris, a reference librarian at
the Library of Virginia (LVA), says that they are finding
that patrons are using chat capabilities to pose questions
from the reading rooms. Nelson Worley, LVA's director of
the Library Development and Networking Division,
described one situation in one of the state's public
libraries when a patron posed a question via e-mail and
the reference librarian, having learned the patron 's telephone number, called back with the relevant information.
The patron was outraged, evidently much preferring the
exchange to have taken place entirely through e-mail.
The LVA has digitized and put on the Web its extensive
collection of finding aids for genealogical and local history
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materials, and patrons do come into the downtown
Richmond facility to use the various business and
engineering databases of indexes and full-text articles.
LVA's networking consultant, Carol Adams, says digital
may, indeed, be replacing print in reference publishing,
where currency of the information, convenience, and
searchability are key. Hill at Sun and Belton at the
Washington Post saw similar values to digital information
services and added consistency and efficiency to the list.
Both Sun and the Post operate globally, 24/7. According
to Hill, access to electronic information services means
that the same information can be "local" to users, who

may be using anything from a desktop to a handheld.
Similarly, Belton says, a reporter "anywhere in the world"
could access the same information services as reporters in
the Washington headquarters. When it comes to interoperability, cross-searching, and data comparison, Wells says,
digital "is superb; it doesn't get any better than that."
As these observations suggest, mining the digital medium
is more than convenience. Behavior, expectations, and
the structure of the underlying information also play a
role. Duguid points to law as an example. The highly
disciplined corpus of judgments, extracts, synopses,

:::r
Table 1: Formats Used for Research by Faculty and Graduate Students (percentages of respondents)
la. Books and Journals
Print Electronic
18.4
Books
96.6
74.9
Journals 97 .2
Source: Table 68/Table 61
lb. Selected Formats and Disciplines (percentages of those who responded)
Total

Print Books
E-Books
Print Journals
E-Journals
Technical Reports
Pre-Prints
Visual Resources
Dissertations

96.6
18.4
97.2
74.9
57.8
39.3
48.7
70.5

Biological Math/ Physical Social
Arts and
Sciences Humanities Engineering
Sciences Sciences

95.l
18.0
97.4
83.3
70.9
47.7
65.7
65.0

93.3
14.l
97.5
80.9
70.9
67.2
44.4
74.4

98.5
20.7
99.2
72.2
52.9
25.3
39.l
71.3

99.5
18.3
95 .3
62.9
26.8
21.1
70.0
76.5

96.7
25.7
95.2
74.3
89.7
53.7
53.7
84.2

Source: Table 68/Table 61

Table 2: Formats Used for Coursework by Graduate and Undergraduate Students
(percentages of respondents)
la. Books and Journals
Print Electronic
Books
93.3
19.8
Journals 80.6
59.3
Source: Table 68/Table 61
lb. Selected Formats and Disciplines (percentages of those who responded)
Total

Print Books
E-Books
Print Journals
E-Journals
Technical Reports
Pre-Prints
Visual Resources
Dissertations
Source: Table 70/Table 317

93.3
19.8
80.6
53.3
38.3
21.1
59.5
37.6

Biological Math/Physical Social
Arts and
Sciences Humanities Engineering
Sciences Sciences

90.6
18.0
83.7
61.7
45.1
22.0
63.4
30.6

93.1
13.8
71.8
49.2
49.2
26.2
50.5
29.8

93.9
22.2
88.0
58.3
39.3
23.4
57. l
48.8

94.6
19.5
80.5
46.2
17.9
13.6
70.3
42.8

91.3
21.8
74.7
43.6
65.7
24.4
52.9
34.3
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case headings, and so on lends itself to what he calls a
"hypertext" view of the material that pre-existed digital
media but, when migrated to the new environment,
affords a new form of access that in scale and intensity
exceeds anything in print. Thus, nearly all of the legal
literature is available through Westlaw or Lexis-Nexis,
and those relatively few law practices that are not wired
find themselves at a painful disadvantage in court. Yet the
structure of these services and their ability to support
mining the material reinforce the essentially conservative
intellectual structure of the law.

development evolve from policies that encouraged
balanced collections "just in case" a patron might want
something, to "just-in -time" models predicated on access
rather than acquisition, to an emerging framework based
on "just because," where librarians ask, "What's right for
our place? What do we have to keep?" ~

Duguid suggests that the cognitive behavior of a lawyer
doing legal research is similar to that of a researcher who
uses journals; both seek to "leap in" and discover the
relevant material. And it resonates with the behavior that
Hill has observed among her e-book readers at Sun who
are "looking for the answer to their problem."
Monographs and "monograph-like things," which capture
a discursive narrative form, do not work the same way
and seem better suited to the codex artifact, Duguid says,
pointing to a recent experience in a bookstore in Berkeley,
California. Browsing there after a film one evening, he
found himself in a "roomful of tots sitting cross-legged on
the floor, absorbed in Harry Potter, which they had taken
off the shelves." With the most recent volume of the fivebook series weighing in at 870 pages in the hardback
edition (and amplified by a sophisticated, interactive
website where visitors can play games), this is quite
literally not light reading. Perhaps the children would
not have used the formal vocabulary of scholars, but they
probably would have agreed with the anonymous demographer that books are, indeed, to be "savored."

' The Ever-Shifting Internet Population: A New Look at
Internet Access and the Digital Divide (April 16, 2003) .;
http://www.pewinternet.org/reports/pdfs/PIP_Shifting_
Net_Pop_Report.pdf.

Clearly, the motivations and mindset of the "tot" who
reads for entertainment are different from those of a
seasoned reporter under deadline at the Washington
Post, a senior engineer at Sun Microsystems in Santa
Clara, a businessperson in downtown Richmond, or faculty
and students who tum out a range of works from peerreviewed articles to biogs. And that is precisely the point.
Digital information is increasing in volume and value in
contexts from electronic government to higher education to
entertainment. But from the users' perspectives, it does not
necessarily displace other media in all contexts. As more
and more creators find ways to employ digital technologies,
users are likely to expect a variety of formats, and an
array of new media types will probably occupy different
functional niches.

Notes
OCLC Library & Information Center Report (2003).
Five-Year Information Format Trends. http://www5 .oclc.
org/ downloads/ comm unity /informationtrends. pdf.
1

-I

' Broadband Adoption at Home: A Pew Internet Project
Data Memo (2003).
http://www.pewinternet.org/reports/pdfs/PIP_Broadban
d_adoption. pdf.
• Carol Tenopir (2003). Use and Users of Electronic
Library Resources (Washington, DC: Council on Library
and Information Resources), p. 1.
' Table 66/Table 650. The tables have been released in
two formats: 158 of them are available as part of the print
report; all 659 tables can be found online. The citations
provide both references when the table is available in
dual formats .
6

' Table 28/Table 601.
• Table 65/Table 592.
10

Table 28/Table 601.

"Id.
12

Id., also Table 599.

" Table 44/Table 603; Table 45/Table 604.
1
•

Table 43/Table 602.

" Table 61/Table 579.
Table 16/Table 183.

"Table 69/Table 189.
" Table 68/Table 61.
,. Table 70/Table 317 .
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'Table 29/Table 54; Table 30/Table 55; Table 31/Table 56.

1
•

The challenge for librarians in this highly heterogeneous
information environment will be to recognize the needs
of their immediate contexts and to combine a mix of
resources in appropriate formats . Librarians will have to
think both locally and globally, and mechanisms for
communication and cooperation among libraries will
become even more important than they are now, so that
what is not held locally can still by found and borrowed.
In the course of her career, Wells has seen collection

Id.

::r

Table 23/Table 440.

" Table 26/Table 629.
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The Law of Unintended
Consequences
By Stephen Abram
Rob Norton, former economics ectitor
at Forl.une, says that "the law of Ullin·
teuded consequen ces, often cited but
rarely defined, is tha t actions of people - a nd especially of government always have eJ1ects tl'lilt are unanticipated or ' unintended .' Economists
arrd 0U1ei· socia l cientists have beetled Hs power for centuries; [or just as
long, -politicians and popular opinion
have largely i.gnored il."
This law is more easily understood
with a metaphor and a story. Many of

you will know about llle passenger
pigeon, which numbered in the billions ln the early part of the 19th century and became exLinc1 when tbe
Jast known representative, Martha ,
died in captivity on September 1.
1914. The size o.i pas enger pigeon
flocks were legendary a11d often estimated to contain as man , as 4 billion
bi1·ds! IL must have been an ,,mazing
sigbt as pigeons da.rkeued Lhe skies.
The bird 's rapjd extinction was primarily us. They- were such easy targets U1c1t one gunshot cou ld kill a
dozen birds. At one time, passenger
pigeon hUJ1tiug competition s were
held that reqwred killing a minimum
of 30,000 birds to even be close to winnmg!
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loterestingly, Lyme disease, the Hlness that is spread lo thousands of
people annually by ticks, is tied to
the extinction of the passenger pigeon.
As part of their natural cycle, oak
trees produce an extra abu11dance of
acorns every few years. Until lhey
were rendered exlio ct by human
bei.ngs. tJ1ese huge nocks of passenger pigeons tb.ci ved on these acorns
i.n northeastern forests. This additional acorn production by oak trees
toppled the dominos in an ecotogical
chain readion . Acoms a ttract the two
key animals that are cri,ical Lo Lyme
disease dispersion -w hite-tailed deer
and the while-footed mouse. Both
love Lo eat .acoi:ns, and with U1e vanishing of competition of the passen-
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ger pigeons these two animals bred
more and provided increasingly hospitable hosts to ticks and their Lyme
bacteria. A century later, when folks
walk through the woods in the
spring they connect with these ticks
and become exposed to Lyme disease. If the passenger pigeon had survived to help keep the acorn supply
in check, would we still have had a
Lyme disease epidemic? A simple
player change in the ecology can
cause major change down the line.
I think that this ecosystem story
clearly illustrates the law of unintended consequences. The extinction
of the passenger pigeon has had negative consequences, unthought of in
1900, that we are dealing with one
hundred years later. If we keep ourselves aware that there will be a ripple effect of unintended consequences - some good, some bad, and
some benign - of the technological
changes we are experiencing and
executing now, can we plan better to
assure ourselves of more positive
change?
In the early days of the Web, optimists saw the chance to connect
with people worldwide, share experiences, and increase tolerance. In
those earliest days, people discussed
the democratizing effects of the new
technology and the potential for it to
reduce class distinctions and open
economic opportunity for all.
"Everyone can be a publisher!" was
their cry. "Information wants to be
free!" "On the Internet, no one
knows you're a dog," claimed the
infamous New Yorker cartoon. These
were powerful visions , and many
people actively sought to achieve
these dreams, and, to some extent,
we have progressed in getting there.
The world did get smaller - I certainly am not alone in getting regular e-mail from Nigeria , and everyone everywhere around the world
seems to want to sell me stuff. I do
see evidence of what we now call
the digital divide, and I certainly see
plenty of haves and have-nots in the
knowledge economy.
Is the world safer for democracy as

a result of the Web? When U.S.
presidential candidates manipulate
Google rankings when their innumerable biogs travel from straw
poll to primary, is the democratic
process enhanced or hindered?
When e-mails arrive quickly and
cheaply just before an election and
"under the radar," can candidates
respond fairly and effectively, and
is the process truly trusted, open,
and transparent? It was certainly
interesting to watch some of the
purely political uses of the Web and
e-mail during the California recall
campaign . Even from Canada I was
the lucky recipient of numerous
voter entreaties! How powerful are
the search engine optimizers that
ensure good rankings for website
information above and beyond the
user's search criteria?
The Web promised us a more connected
world, and this has certainly happened.
I am more connected to my friends,
relatives, and colleagues. I am also a
lot more connected to hoaxes, viruses,
worms, spam, and marketers. I know
some research shows that some folks
have abandoned the Internet entirely
or have severely reduced their interaction with it. While it's a shame that
they won't get all of the potential
benefits of this marvelous tool, I can
hazard, in those moments when I am
being more honest with myself, that
I admire their courage.
I have been using a key chain USB
(Universal Serial Bus) drive lately. It
holds a CD's worth of content and is
so portable that I can't wait to show
it to everyone I meet. Its cool factor is
high for me right now. You can get
anywhere from 64 megabytes to a
gigabyte on a simple "memory stick"
in a very affordable price range. I can
now easily pack loads of data on the
road and save myself from walking on
a laptop-tilt. I can't help but wonder
what the unintended consequences of
this little device will be. Hmmm ... ?
So, what's my point? I often say that
the information economy is, at its
core, a knowledge ecology. Just like
the passenger pigeons of their day
were integral to keeping the world

LANGUAGE SERVICES FOR
THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY

Specializing in:
Industrial technology
Intellectual property
Medicine and pharmaceuticals
Telecommunications
International Development

ecology healthy and on balance, so
too is the role we play. This is the key
reason our perspectives as librarians
are critical to the current debate on
the overall initiatives and structure of
this new economy. We must comment
on copyright. We must address the
digital divide. We must understand
the unintended consequences of the
technologies we introduce to our
organizations. We must push quality
resources and not just the free content.
We must position ourselves, our profession, and our services as essential to
healthy knowledge ecologies - which
we are. If we don't, who will?

This column contains the personal
perspectives of Stephen Abram and
does not necessarily represent the opinions or positions of Micromedia
ProQuest or SLA. Products are not
endorsed or recommended for your personal situation and are shown here as
useful ideas or places to investigate or
explore. Stephen would love to hear
fmm you at sabram@micromedia.ca.
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69 h IFLA Ge eral
Conference and Council
Introduction by Sue Henczel and Jesus Lau

•
•Introduction
The International Federation o( Llbrary Associations and
lnstitution (lFLA) held its 69th IFLA General Conference
and Council in Berlin, Germany, Crom August 1 to 9, 2003.
SLA was an exhibitor at the conference, and had great
interactions with current and perspective members.
Attracting more than 4,500 participants from 133 countries,
the conference was a significant and diverse global gathering
of people with an interest in Libraries and i..n.formalion.
More than l, 100 of the delegates were firsMimers; there
were 495 speakers and presenters, 234 meetings, 197
papers, and 78 poster sessions. The four official languages
or the conference, English, German, French, and Spanis]1,
were supplemented by simultaneous translations ot most
meeting , papers, and presentations.

The conferem:e tlieme, "Access Point Lll>Fa;y: MeiliaInformation-Cultl!lle," was symbolized by its log-o, based on
the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin and reflecting the role of all
libraries as gateways to information, knowledge, and culture. While many of the sessions addressed the day-to-day
issues facing libraries and information professionals, many
others raised global issues such as the restoration of
library and information infrastructure in Iraq, the impact
of antiterrorism legislation on free access to information,
and the global inequity in information access and literacy.
The conference passed resolutions urging all governments to
actively support the resolution of these issues.
The conference was an excellent forum for sharing views,
exchanging ideas, and networking globally. As a non-U.S.
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member of .SLA, JFLA was a wonderful opportw1ity to
meet wHh other SLA members and staff, as well as colleagues
from around the globe.
The summer was hotter and more humid than normal in
Europe. Berlin was no exception; the beat wave was at its
peal, during the con[erence. Attendees staying al small
hotels complained a.bout their sleep , made di[licult by a
lack of air conditioning or even fans. However, the warm ,
stuU1y days were an asset, making the conference and
sightseeing even more enjoyable. Berlin offers pleasantly
·cnntrasti.ng architecture, where both modern and restored
buildings blend into an ·urban mosaic of color and fonn.
The city bas a thriving nightlife and a liberal attitude
toward different lifestyles. Pedestrians fill the main plazas
and energetic people pack the nightspots.

Conference Program
Berlin was certainly a great venue for the 2003 IFLA
meeting, which this year was renamed "World Library
and Information Congress," a title that is catchier and
more likely to attract potential participants across the
library planet. The program was, in general, structmed
the same as in previous years. There were keynote
speeches by well-known Gem1an personalities, such as
l<!aus G. Saur on "Library and Publishers Partne.rshjps"
an d Rainer Kuhlen on "Change of Paradigm in l<nowledge
Management. " [n addition, there were conference-wide
presentations, open sessions, and multiple workshops,
including several offsite and satellite (preconference)
meetings.

IFLA Shakeups
LFLA is undergoing several changes. Th.e. 2004 Conference
will be slightly less tha n a week long: six days in. tea.ct of
nine, as in previous years. The change started in Berlin
with a one-day reduction and will continue in Buenos
Aires, the next site, with tbe removal of another day. The
program content will be reduced, meaning fewer papers,
workshops, satellite meetlngs, and business meetings.
The organizational structure is also undergoing changes
lb.at will be carried out through 2007. There will be fewer
Sections, and the new governing structure will adapt
more readil>• to pote.nUaJ library association opportunities. Some oI these changes bave already been introduced: shorter presidential periods a.nd the selection of a
president-elect.
The new president, Kay Raseroka, the first African lo be
elected for this post in IFLA 's history, introduced a theoie
for her two-year term: "Life-Long Literacy." and the
sttblopics of "Indigenous ln[ormation" and "Advocacy." A
brainstoOT1ing session was organjzed for all IFLA officers
to dlscuss President Raseroka's theme ru1d subU1emes, a
well as lhe recently approved lFLA priorilies .:md the new
Social Res-ponsibllities document. All in all, there were
too many ideas and concepts to cover in the shortened
program times.

Web Proceedings
IFLA conference papers can be downloaded from
www.ifla.org. The website is an excellent repository of
international documents from the current and previous

When you're preparing for that salary review. •• make sure your boss knows how much you're wortlll
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conferences. Those iuLerested in participating in the 2004
confere11ce in Buenos Aires can access U1e different subject
Sections on Lhe website. Some Sections do call (or papers;
if not, get in touch wilh the chair t.o inquire abo ut participating in next year's program.
SLA members who represent the association in the various !FLA Section Standing Committees bave submilted
U1e following meeting and event reports.
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Information Literacy Section
By Jesus Lau
jlau @uv.mx
The Information LiLeracy Section (INFOLIT), whicb E
chair, bas lo find an eCficient way to provide a relevanm
program to members next year in the shorter, lwo-hour
program time. The program lime for the Open Session
was reduced by half nn hour, and workshops h;we been
eliminated Crom the program completely. Workshops
used to be a flexible time for Sections to hold another program or a workshop that could last from four hours to a
full day. 11 will be interesting to see how ine shorter program time affects members' opinions. The comment by
IFLA officials was lhal Sections could do more work during the year, such as projects and satellite workshops, to
make Lhemselves more visible in the recent!}' e,rpandedi
nwnber of Sections.
The INFOUT program consisted of an open session and ai
workshop. The first had three papers that focused on the

topic "The International lnfoanation Literacy Certificate:
Challenges for Uie Profession." Speakers had con(Licling
opinlons oa the subject; Lhe most convincing argument
was that it is difficult to certify/evaluate J1igber skills,
such as researcl1 skills. across nations because of a lack
of standards in information competencies. The session
was jointly organized with the University Libraries
Section. The workshop "Uslng Assessment as a Tool to
Improve leaching and Improve Learning" was excellent
and very well auended. Next year, the INfOLIT program
will be devoted to "In fo rmation Literacy: How to Make ll
More Meaningful to Life--Long Literacy. " The project on
International Information Literacy Guidelines will also be
presented for discussion. A new project 10 create a basic
training package for information Literacy facilitators was
submitted to the IFLA Professional Board.

University Libraries Section
By Jesus Lau
jlau@uv.mx
This Seclioa., of which I am a member of the standing
committee as Special Libraries Association representative,
conducted various activities: amo ng them, the discussion
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groU]J sessions on "Tl1e Scholar's Portal: Au International
Perspective" anti "Marketing Library Services Lo
Academic Communities; Knowledge Management ." Like
the rest of I.he Sections anrl divisions. il welcomed Lhe
new two-year elected members and worked on updating
the strategic plan, a requirement for aJI IFL/\ w1its.
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The IFLA World Library and Tnformation Congress was a
hit. Time wa light for IFLA officers like myself. I attended
two Section meetings and two divisional meetings; made
a presentation for tlie ALA @ Your Libl'aJ-y C11mpaign~
facilitated a strategic plan11ing session [or Lhe Reg,onaJ
Sections of Asia, Africa, Latin Amedca, and the
Caribbean; manned the !FLA boot·b for an hour; made a
short present-anon. ou objectives to Lbe Spanish-S_peak.ing
Caucus; auended the workshop and cha.ired the Open
Session of my own Section; and attended. addltional meetings
wil11 !FLA s ta ff and other Sections' officers. However,
despite all of the work, J enjoyed the social entertatnment
offered at the end or the day and the opportunity to see
the city of Berlin. Tbe capita.I of reunited Germany has
much ·to offel': a great h.istorical past; multiple first-class
musel'.ll1ls, parks, and restaurants; and a aever-endi.ng
nighiliie. After tl1e conference, I took eight extra days to
Lour Berlin and visi.L Warsaw and th'e beautiful mwn of
Kracow in Poland.

Statistics and Evaluation Section Standing
Committee
By Sue Henczel
sueh@caval.edu.au
The Statistics and Evaluation Section held a number of
events during IFLA. The first of two meetings was held on
Saturday, August 2, where the election of officers saw
Mike Heaney (UK) voted in as the new Chair. Mike took
over this position from Wanda Dole (USA), who had
completed her term. Since it was the first meeting of the
year, the agenda covered such things as the updating,
translating, and printing of the Section brochure and the
development of the newsletter. Members and guests
reported on their activities related to statistics and evaluation.
The second meeting was held on Friday, August 8, with
the primary agenda item being the development of the
Strategic Plan for 2003-05 and plans for Section activities
at IFLA 2004 in Buenos Aires.
On Sunday, August 3, the start-up meeting of the Quality
Issues in Libraries Discussion Group was held. This event
was co-sponsored by the Statistics and Evaluation and the
Library Theory and Research Sections. Presentations by
Chair Sue McKnight (Australia) and Roswitha Poll
(Germany) attracted a large audience, lots of questions,
and lively discussion.
The Open Program sponsored by the Benchmarking and
Performance Measurements: Developing Quality Services
at National Librades Section was held on August 5.
Speakers from New Zealand, Germany, Malaysia, and
Slovenia presented on a range of topics from benchmarking overviews to practical case studies.
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'l\vo satellite mee.lingl? were sponsored and supported by
tl1e Statistics and Eva luation Section Standing Committee.
The Section supported a preconference meeting <.:0-.sponsored
by Northumbria University, "Performance Measurement
in Libraries and Information Services: Nortlmmbria 5."
which was held in Durham, UK, on July 28-31. A postconJere.nce satell ite meeting, "Leadership ,1nd Risk Taking
ih Libra.qr and Information Management,'' was held in
V1enna. Austria, m1 August 10-12 . Tb.ls meeting was cosponsored by the Management and Marketing Sedion, the
Austrian Librarians Association, and the Vienna
University Library.

Library and Research Services for Parliaments
Section
By Donna Scheeder
dscheeder@crs.loc.gov
The Library and Research Services for Patliame11ts
Section he.Id a preconference meeting in Prague July 2930 and a meeting alt-he ff'LA conference in Berlin , Augusl
I -9. In addition to llie preconierence. wbiclt focused on
services pr<l\1ided to the parliaments of Eastern Ew·ope,
the Section held lwo business meetings, Research Day
ant.I Manage.men! Workshop Day, and one open meeling.
Topics explored at 1he management workshops included
user education , knowledge management, change management, special collections, and consortia and cooperalive
acquisitions.
The Bundesral and the Bundestag jl'Jintly hosted tJie
Section for a day of meetings ou August 7, which included discussions of lhe fun,c:tions of the respective houses of
the legislatw·e and !he services provided to I hem. Tours of
their historic buildiugs were also inc:luder1 . The day culminated with a speci;il dinner hosted by the Burvlestag,
which Look place in the elegant dining room a1 the top of
the Reichstag Building. 'fbe open meeting explored "The
Challenge of Change: The Experience of Three GermanSpeaking Parliamentary Libral'Jes. ''
ReseMch Day focused on trends. ideas, and .innovations.
Papers presented included reports rwm Australia, the
Unjted Kingdom , Canada. lbe European Union, and
Norway on. aew services under development. Topics
included ''Managing the Polltical Enviror1ment " and
"Building Continuous Innovation."
Meetings of the Stan.ding Committee focused on the new
structure of IFLA meetings, whkh provides. only a twohour meeting time block lor each Secrion. Secrion members feel trongly Lbal Lbe SecUon membership is unique
in that Lhere ls on.ly one parliamentary libraiy from each
country and that the conference represents the onJy
opportunity to network with practitioners who have similar ~virnnments and s·ervice concerns. Section members
felt that it will be difiicull 10 justtfy Lhe expense o( attending lFLA if there is only one Section meeting that directly speaks to their needs. The Section voted to actively
explore afCHiation with dllolber organization that might
better serve their needs.
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Health and Biosciences Libraries Section
(formerly Biological and Medical Libraries Section)
By Jo Anne Boorkman
jaboorkman@ ucdavis.edu
The Health and Biosciences Libraries Section of IFLA
joined the Science and Technology Libraries Section to
present a program on "Bioinformatics: An Evolution of
Two Decades." Three speakers from Germany provided
varied perspectives highlighting the problems of extracting
quality data from large "libraries" of genetic sequences
and properly annotating and validating the results.
Julia Gelfand and Jean Poland from the Science and
Technology Section organized a study tour to the
Telegrafenberg (GeoForschungsZentrum) in Potsdam for
one day of the meeting. The group was given an overview
of the institute's work in astronomy and earth sciences, a
tour of the old and new libraries, a visit to Lhe Einsteintunn
observatory, and a lovely walk tluough the woodsy
grounds. The day concluded with a tour of Potsdam. with
stops at Sans Souci and Schloss Cecilienhof, site of the
Potsdam Conference at the end of World War II.
The Health and Biosciences Libraries Section met twice
during the conference. Rick Forsman (USA) chaired the
first meeting . He reported that IFLA had accepted the
Section's recommendation for a name change from
Biological and Medical Sciences Section to Health and

Biosciences Libraries Section. Section members elected
Bruce Madge (UK) Chair and Rowena Cowen (NZ)
Secretary /Information Coordinator for 2003-2005.
The Section busines s mee rings focused on revising the
Strategic Plan for 2003-2005. Topics included pl.a nning
fo r Lhe 2004 ffLA meeting in Buenos Aires, August 22 -27,
wh ere Preside nt Ka y Rase roka's overall theme is
"Libraries: Tools fo r Educa tion and Deve lopment," and
the 9th International Congress on MedicaJ Librarianship
{ICML 9) to be held in Salvador, Bahl<!, Brazil, September
20-23, 2005 , in conjunction with the 7th Latin American
and Caribbean Congress on Health Sciences Information
(CRfCS 7) (http:/ / www.icml.org) . The theme for this
meeting is "Commitment to Equity."
Other Section goaJs for Lhe biennium include encouraging
endorsement by the World HeaJU1 Organization (WHO)
and the Pan American Health Organiza tion (PAHO) of the
l (ICOLC) International Coalition of Libra ry Consortia 's
statement of principles for accessible healll1 infolllatio n
within a cost structure that is affordable and tJ1at employ
fair licensing principles; in creasing communication
among librarians interested in Lhe healll1 and biosciences;
and developing the Seclion 's website on [FLANET
(http :/ / www. ifla .org/VI1/ s28/sbams.btm) to promote
meetings. encourage communication among health and
biosciences librarians, and provide links to websites that
illustrate good pracUces in teaching health information.
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ln keeplng wilb Lhe overall Lheme of the 13uenos Aire
meet"i.ng, Uie Section's theme is '' Health Information
Literacy. '' A call. for coutrlbuted papers that. evaluate successfuJ programs under the topic "Channels for
Empowering Pa.:tienls with Health ruformatlon" will be
forthcoming. Posle.rs under the U1eme' of health information literacy are also encouraged.

Plans for ICML 9/CRlCS 7 are being coon:tinated and
hosted by BlREME (The Latin American and Caribbean
Center on Health Sciences Information of the Pan
American Health Organization)/PAHO/WI-IO and the
IFLA Medical and Biosciences Libraries Section. Look for
a call for papers and posters in ear:ly 2004.

ML.A President Pal Thibodeau attended the first business
meeting and announced her plans for a Task Poree on
Global Rel.Jtions. Section members Bruce Madge and
Michael Homan (ML.A representatives to lFLA) havebc:ith
been appointed LO this task force.
Section memb r lugegerd -Rabow (Sweden) announced
the upcoming 2nd Nordic Conference on cbolarly
Communication, April 26-28, 2004-, in Lund, Sweden.
The corrference theme is "Toward a New Publishing
Environment: New Funding Models. " Furth r inforntation is availa.ble alh1tp://www.lub.lu .se/ncsc2004.

Whh the Section 's focus on improving coromunie(ltions
witl1 colleagues ln l1ealth and biosciences libraries, l will
report Seciion activities and upcoming events throughout
the year to tbe SLA BiomedicaJ and Life Sciences
Division's listserv and i.n Biofeedback. h1 tum . ...myone
with suggestions for Lbe fFLl\ Health and B[osciences
Library Section 's links to website that llluslrate good
practices in teaching beaJth information, news. and other
information of interest should forward them to me at
jaboorkman@ucdavis.edu.

Cataloguing Section
By Dorothy McGarry
dmcgarry@ucla.edu
The Catalogoing Section always has a very active program,
working largely through Working Groups (WGsJ within
the Standing Committee. The Standing Corumiltee meets
twice at each !FLA Coniere.uce . hearing reports from the
WGs, discussing its strntegic plaa and its work plan, a_nd
deciding on topics for its pJogram meetings at tbe following
two IFLA conferences.

a,

The program session tl1is year's conference consfated of
repo1is from several participants in a meeting of cataloguing
rule.makers from Europe and people from some of the
national libraries In Emope who wlll interpret Ute rules,
with J few aHe.udees from the United States. The meeting
was held in Frankfurt in late July. Several breakout
gi:oups had discussed issues suc:h as -personal auLhors.
corporate bodies. w1iforrn titles, and so forth . Reports will
be posted on a website prepared by the meeting, and a
proposed se1 uf cataloguing principles will illso be posted
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there when it is ready. Other meetings of cataloguing
rulemakers are being planned in South America related to
IFLA 2004, in Korea related to IFLA 2006, and in South
Africa related to IFLA 2007. The Section also participated
in the Division of Bibliographic Control's workshop on
"Subject Gateways."

Among the current working groups' activities are the
following:
The ISBD (International Standard Bibliographic
Description) Review Group met twice during the conference. It agreed on some outstanding issues involved in
revising several of the ISBDs, inclucting deciding not to
use the terminology from U1e Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records(FRBR). The ISBD(G) will be out for
worldwide review later this year. It is anticipated that the
ISBD(ER) revision will also be out later this year, and the
ISBD(A), ISBD(CM), and ISBD(NBM) in 2004.
The WGs on Guidelines for OPAC (Online Public Access
Catalogues) Displays and on the Use of Metadata
Schem.es antici_p-r1te having documents for Section
review Later thjs year, after which they will go out for
worldwide review.
A multilingual du:tionm11 for cataluguing terms is being
developed. English terms have bee.a input from AACR2
(Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition) and
seve:ral ISBDs , and members of the WG will relate those
lerms to terms in their own languages. This will be
useful for reading literatlU'e in another language, and
also for translating international standards from one
language into another.
Ananymous Classics part I (for Europe) should be out
l,3ler this yea:r. The WG will be reco11s.tltuterl and attempts
m11de to Onish work for other parts of the world.

The FRBR Review Group met to set up a working procedure and formed a number of subgroups. A tliscussion
group and website had aJready been established, and a bib·
liography put cm the website. Among other activities. Lbe
group plans co clarify the FRBR term "expression'' by providing examples, prepare ~ manual for teachers , ,rnd
attempt to translate FRBR into an obje t-oriented programming model from the entit -re!atioashrp model in
which it was prepared.
A previous publication, Names of Per.~ons , will be put on
the Web, offering the opportunity for people from various
countries to update and revise it.
The divisional group discussiag Ftu1ctional Requirements
for Authority Numbering aad Records plans to have its
latest draft ready soon for review by the three
Standing Committees, after which it will be sent for
worldwide review.
Gunilla Jonsson (Sweden) was elected Chair, and Judy
Kuhagen (USA) was elected Secretary.
The Section puts out a newsletter twice a year; it is avail-
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able on the IFLA website, www.lfla.org. For additional
information, please contact me at dmcgany@ucla .edu.

Classification and Indexing Section
By Marcia Lei Zeng
mzeng@kent.edu
At the IFLA 2003 Berlin Conference, SLA member
Dorothy McGarry (USA) was one of the several new
members of the Standing Committee of the Classification
and lnde ' ing Section, while Marica Lei Zeng (USA), also
an SLA meni_ber, was elected incomJng Chair of the
Section. The Standing Committee now has 22 members
from 15 countries.
The Section had an open program , "Changing Roles of
Subjed Access Too ls," with three papers: "FAST
(Faceted Application of Subject Terminolog y) : A
Simplilied LCSH -Based Vocabular ,, " by Ed O'Neill and
Lois Mai Chan (USA), "SWD/RSWK at the Swiss
National Library: Celebrating 5 Years of Indexing and
Cooperation," by Palrke Landry (Switzerland), and
"UDC implementation: From Library Shelves to a
Structured In dexing Language." by Aida Slavic (UK) .
Tile Section also organized a workshop, "Dewey
DeclmaJ Classi(ication-Edition 22 in the Global

DIAECT"

Context." In addition, U1e Section parLicipated in the
workshop "Subject Gateways,'' organized by the
Division of Bibliographic Control, to which this
Section belongs. All programs and workshops were
well attended and received.
The Section has four WGs this year. The WG on
Guidelines for Multilingual Thesauri (chaired by Gerhard
Riesthuis, the Netherlands) will distribute ils guid lines
for comments by the end of 2003. The WC on Subjecl
Access Approaches Used by Digitill Collections and
Information Directories (chaired by Marcia Zeng, USA) is
finishing its work and will distribute its results in the
Section newsletter. A new WG has been established (lo be
chaired by David Miller, United States) to provide a clearinghouse of subject access tools currently available.
Another new WG (to be co-chaired by Martin l(unz of
Germany and Patrice Landry of Switzerland) will investigate fhe best practices and guidelines for subject indexing
used by national bibliographic agencies. Both new WGs
will report their work a t the 2005 Oslo conference. For the
2004 Buenos Aires conference, the Section will have a
program wjih Lhe llieme of "Implementation and
Adaptation of Global Tools for ·s ubject Access co Local
Needs." lt wHI include papers fTom Latin America and I he
Caribbean, as well as from Emope. ~
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Memory Triggers
By Chris Olson
Sure, "branding" is a hot buzzword,
but how does it really work? How
does our brain remember what we've
seen or heard? How do we recall our
experiences? What triggers recognition? Think about it. The answers to
these questions hold the keys to successful branding.

Branding Goes to the Dogs
The core concept behind branding
can be traced to behavioral psychology and neuroscience. In the late
1800s, Ivan Pavlov rang a bell every
time his dogs were fed. After a while
the dogs learned to associate the
sound of a bell with food, so much so
that the dogs would drool at the mere
sound of the bell. The discovery
became known as Associative
Learning. Pavlov's research contributes to our understanding of
branding by demonstrating how to
use memory recall to build an associative link to a positive memory, and
then having the memory recalled on
demand.
Ongoing research gleaned from the
field of neuro-psychology is giving
marketing professionals new insights
into branding based on brain functions and how memories are formed.
In 2000 the Nobel Prize for
Physiology or Medicine was awarded
to three scientists for their research
in the brain and nervous system.
Their work provided insights into
chemical and electrical brain processes,
paving the way for understanding
how complex memory images are
stored in the brain. The three types of
memory storage in the human brainelectrical, chemical and structural ran the success of branding efforts.
Electrical memory is temporary and
is referred to as short-term memory.
It is limited in its capacity and represents what you are thinking about right
now - this very moment. Chemical
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memory is medium-term memory
that can store more data for longer
periods of time. Medium-term memory
is only as good as the exercise we
give it. A long period of inactivity
will cause the memory to disappear.
Long-term memory, or structural
memory, is so deeply imprinted that
the memory actually changes the
structure of our brain. Even if we
don't recall a structural memory for
years, it still exists.

Teaching the Old Dog New Tricks
How memory is created and stored in
our brains has implications for
branding. Because a goal of branding
is "top of mind" recall and recognition, successful brands aim to
become a medium and, ultimately, a
long term memory. Brand messages
have to be relevant to targeted audiences and frequent, using multisensory experiences to forge a memory.
That's why it's not enough to limit
an information service brand to
just a logo or to a single visibility
campaign.
To make a brand memory, branding
has to go beyond the "here and now"
of electrical memory, and instead,
regularly activate the chemical
memory-medium term memory over an extended period of time with
as many different "mental" connections as possible. Seeing the brand.
Saying the brand. Hearing the brand.
Reading the brand. Experiencing the
brand . The multisensory approach
creates short-term, electrical memories
and with repeated brand exposure
converts the short-term into mediumterm memory.
Even when the brand is imprinted in
the medium memory, branding can
not rest. If the memory is left unused
for a period of time, it will disappear.
This implies that the minute an
information service brand rests on
its laurels, brand erosion begins.
It's the reason why limited-time
promotion offers or one-time visibility campaigns are not successful

brand-building activities. Both
focus on the short-term memory. It
takes consistent, long-term brandbuilding marketing and communications activities to keep the memory
alive.

Top Dog
When planning brand strategies for
your infmmation service, consider
how the strategies will affect the
three different forms of memory. You
can increase message transfer from
the electrical memory to the mediumterm, chemical memory by incorporating two important considerations
into your branding plans. First,
increase the relevancy of the message. Know your target markets and
understand what information service
features are important to them. Your
messages should answer the "So
what?" question from the perspective
of your customer. Second, increase
the frequency of message repetition.
Not only repeat messages, but
increase the number of times they
are repealed. Your me •• age have to
get beyond the electrical memory of
the "here and now," and increasing
the frequency across different sensory
routes will help to store the message
in the chemical memory. Examine
your brand communications mix.
Does it rely on one or two types of
message transmissions? Are you
maximizing all the sensory avenues
to the memories of your target market?
Taking the brain and memory into
consideration puts a new perspective on brand strategies designed to
build the relationship between an
information services brand and
customers. Establishing and triggering memories is fundamental to
branding.
Leverage
branding
strategies to establish positive
memories and associations of your
information service, and build
brand equity and value.

Contact Chris Olson at
BrandTalk@SLA.org
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